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FEDELE-Barcelona was founded with the intention 
of uniting the efforts and interests of the best 
schools in the sector, and promoting solidarity and 
collaboration among its members.

What guarantees do we offer?
All the member schools of FEDELE-Barcelona 
guarantee the high quality of their courses, 
accommodation and other services through the 
accreditation of the Instituto Cervantes (Accredited 
Center). These guarantees include:

meet quality requirements in the teaching 
of Spanish;

comply with the legal requirements for 
teaching;

have adequate resources for teaching;

have a team of teachers with appropriate 
qualifications and training;

follow a teaching plan that guarantees 
adequate progress;

establish a maximum number of students 
per class;

To carry out a truthful advertising in 
relation to the offer;

clearly detailing the prices of courses and 
complementary services.

What does Barcelona offer 

you?

Barcelona, the cosmopolitan capital of the 
region of Catalonia in Spain, is known for its 
art and architecture. The fantastic church of 
the Sagrada Familia and other modernist 
landmarks designed by Antoni Gaudí, 
adorn the city. The Picasso Museum and the 
Joan Miró Foundation showcase the 
modern art of the artists who gave birth to 
their names. The Museum of the History of 
Barcelona (MUHBA) includes several 
Roman archaeological sites.



What are our objectives?

Among the objectives included in the statutes of FEDELE-Barcelona, it is necessary to highlight:

the will to defend and guarantee the quality and image of the sector;

the promotion of Spanish as a foreign language through collaboration with public and 
private institutions;

the defense of the professional and economic interests of its members, and of professional 
ethics.



Barcelona (Cataluña)

Where is it located?
It borders the province of Tarragona to the southwest, 

the province of Lleida to the northwest, Girona to the 

northeast and the Mediterranean Sea to the southeast.

Barcelona attracts by its essential monuments like 

the Sagrada Familia, the Park Güell, the Casa Batlló 

or the Pedrera.  And it is also known for unique 

traditions such as the castells, the rumba catalana, 

the calçotada, the gegants, the caga tió, etc.  

Culture and traditions

The walks by the sea, the nights on the roofs 

overlooking the skyline of the city, large green 

spaces like the Parc de Montjüic or Ciutadella, the 

Collserola park and the nearby mountains of 

Montserrat, the Montseny park, the Garraf ... the 

marina, the Olympic Barcelona or everything around 

the FC Barcelona are possibilities to live new 

experiences in each visit.

Beaches and nature

The gastronomic offer is also very varied and 
combines world renowned haute cuisine restaurants, 

traditional Catalan food restaurants and the unique 

markets of Barcelona that are located in each 

district of the city and provide a great commercial 

activity and neighborhood life around it. 

Gastronomy



Since 2004, our Spanish school in Barcelona has received an average of 450 students 

from all over the world. Barcelona PLUS belongs to the prestigious Sprachcaffe 
network of educational centers and is an Accredited Center of the Instituto Cervantes. 

It is located in the heart of Barcelona's gothic quarter, just 3 minutes from the 

wonderful Cathedral, the Borne Market and the Ribera district. It is surrounded by 

famous art and design galleries, numerous stores and well-known restaurants. Our 

facilities have more than 330 square meters, with 7 bright fully equipped classrooms, 

library and a lounge where you can meet with your classmates. There is free internet 

access. The teachers, who are all native speakers and qualified, follow a foolproof 
methodology for learning languages. We have numerous teaching materials that will 

make the classes more enjoyable and will help you practice everything you have learned 

during the lessons. 

Laietana Street,15, 08003 

Barcelona, España

+34 932 681 707 // info@barcelonaplus.es
 

www.barcelonaplus.es

Available courses:

DELE and CCSE preparation

Spanish + internship

Business Spanish

Spanish language and culture

Private lessons

Intensive and extensive courses

Access exam
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>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning

Accessible facilities 

Transfer from the airport 

Accommodation search

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Dance, cinema and cooking workshops

Language exchange
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>



BCN Languages is a school that offers Spanish courses for foreigners that is located in 
one of the most beautiful neighborhoods of Barcelona: Gràcia, which is also full of life on 
a cultural level since many social events are organized with a great participation of the 
neighborhood. The school has 12 classrooms designed for small groups and equipped 
with desktop computers and audio players, which is very beneficial for the course of 
Spanish classes and the learning of all our foreign students who want to learn the 
language. Wi-fi is available throughout the school. The study room has 7 computers with 
Internet access that students can use throughout the day. Our Spanish school also has a 
library with books and films that students can borrow and with lots of extra material useful 
for self-study in the school. There are also snack and coffee machines in the school and a 
microwave that students can use for eating at the school.

Gala Placidia Square, 22, 08006 
Barcelona, España

+34 932 384 516 // ec@bcnlanguages.com
 

www.bcnlanguages.com

Available courses:

DELE and CCSE preparation
Business Spanish
Spanish language and culture
Private lessons
Intensive and extensive courses
Access exam
Salsa, flamenco and guitar courses

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning
Accessible facilities 
Transfer from the airport 
Accommodation search
Field trips
Dance workshops 
Online Spanish Classes
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We are a FAMILY language school. A term widely used because it is an 

advertising claim but very difficult to get in practice. In BCNLIP you 
will feel at home from the first day. We are located in a typical building 
of the Gothic Quarter, one of the most cosmopolitan and, at the same 
time, most traditional places of Barcelona. Our name, BCNLIP, sums 
up in a few words the teaching philosophy that we want to impart: 
Barcelona Language Immersion Programs. Programs where the 
student learns by living the language in all its magnitude.

Avinyó Street, 52, 08002 

Barcelona, España

+34 933 186 591 // info@bcnlip.com
 

www.bcnlip.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation
Spanish + internship
Cultural and sports courses
Spanish language and culture
Private lessons
Intensive and extensive courses

Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Servicios:

WiFi and Air Conditioning
Accessible facilities 

Transfer from the airport 
Accommodation search

Field trips
Health Insurance

Film, dance and cooking workshops and sports 
activities

>

>

>
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Our fully air-conditioned school occupies a complete building 

located only 10 minutes walk from Plaza Cataluña, in the heart of 

Barcelona. Famous sites such as La Pedrera and Gaudí's Casa 

Batlló are within walking distance of our school! In addition to 20 

spacious classrooms, three student lounges with internet access, 

our school has large sun terraces, popular with our students during 

breaks and after classes, and we offer accommodation in the same 
building as the school!

Comte d'Urgell, 78, 08011 

Barcelona, España

+34 934 678 585 // info@caminobarcelona.com
 

www.caminobarcelona.es

Available courses:

Intensive courses

Business Spanish

Spanish language and culture

Private lessons

Access exam

All teachers are native speakers

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning

Computer with internet access

Facilities with garden

Transfer from the airport

Field trips

Film, dance and cooking workshops

Sports activities
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don Quijote Barcelona is in the heart of the Eixample district, one of the 

most culturally rich areas of central Barcelona. Most of Catalonia's 

architectural treasures, belonging to the famous Modernism, are in this 

historic and elegant area full of stores, cafes, restaurants and cultural 

gems of all sizes and shapes. The location allows students immediate 

access to the rest of the city thanks to the numerous public 

transportation options. don Quijote Barcelona is the ideal home for 

students who want to make the leap into the language and the local 

culture.

 Mallorca Street, 27, 08029 

Barcelona, España

+34 923 268 860 // infocentral@donquijote.org
 

www.donquijote.org

Available courses:

DELE, SIELE and CCSE preparation 

Private lessons

Online Classes 

Spanish language and culture

Intensive and extensive courses 

Business Spanish

Sports and cultural courses

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Facilities with garden or terrace 

Health Insurance

Transfer from the airport 

Accommodation search 

Field trips and gastronomic routes 

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange
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LEARN SPANISH IN BARCELONA
Barcelona and don Quijote, your next destination



The school in Barcelona is located in the heart of the city and is a 

modern and spacious learning environment where you will be the 

main attraction. You will study in spacious and bright classrooms, 

enjoy the outdoors in the sunny school yard or make new friends 

while you practice the Spanish you have learned. After classes, 

when you walk around the city, you'll find yourself right in the 
middle of all the excitement, in the magnificent Eixample district.

 Diputación Street, 92, 08015 

Barcelona, España

+34 915 943 776 // info@enforex.com
 

www.enforex.com

Available courses:

DELE, SIELE and CCSE preparation 
Private Lessons and Online Classes
Spanish language and culture

Intensive and extensive courses 
Cultural and sports courses
Business Spanish

Preparation for the admission test

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning
Accessible facilities with garden or terrace

Health Insurance
Transfer from the airport 

Accommodation search 

Field trips and gastronomic routes 

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange

>
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365

Start any 

Monday 

year-round
A1-C2

All levels

From complete 

beginner to superior

Small study

groups
AGE All ages

5+ | 14+ | 21+ | 45+

40,000 students 

85+ countries

40 campuses 

32 destinations

Years 

of Experience

Accredited by 

Instituto Cervantes

Follow us:



More than 15 thousand students from almost 100 different countries have come to study 
at ESCUELA MEDITERRÁNEO TANDEM BARCELONA. Most of them come to study because 
their friends or relatives recommend our school, because of its family atmosphere, 
because of the quality of our teachers, because of the facilities to make friends from 
different places, because of the variety of courses and timetables, because of the cultural 
activities to get to know Barcelona and learn about the culture. We have been a Spanish 
language school since 1996. We are located right in the center of Barcelona, next to La 
Rambla and the beach, next to the metro and several bus lines. It is accredited by the 
Instituto Cervantes since 2007, is a member of FEDELE and is part of the international 
network of TANDEM schools. It is also an examination center for the CCSE tests for 
obtaining Spanish nationality. It is also an internship center for the Master's Degree in 
Teaching Spanish as a Foreign Language at the University of Barcelona, UNIBA and the 
Instituto Cervantes.

Santa Mónica, 2, 08001 
Barcelona, España

+34 649 490 658 // info@escuelamediterraneo.com
 

www.escuelamediterraneo.com

Available courses:

Face-to-face, online and combined online+on-site classes  
Intensive and extensive courses 
General language and culture courses
Conversation courses
Grammar courses
DELE preparation: A2, B1, B2, C1
Teacher training  

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning
Accessible facilities
Transfer from the airport
Field trips
Health Insurance
Accommodation search
Film, dance and cooking workshops

>

>

>

>
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>

>

>
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>
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School dedicated to the teaching of Spanish for foreigners and other languages since 

1991. The profile of our students is very varied: from different countries and ages, from 
children to adults and professionals. Our Spanish teachers are all qualified and have a 
long experience in teaching. The opening hours are from Monday to Friday from 9h to 20h 
without interruption and Saturdays from 9h to 13h. We can attend you in Spanish, 
English, French, German, Russian, Italian and Dutch. Idealog has been an accredited 
center of the Instituto Cervantes since 2014, which means that it meets the conditions 
established by the Instituto Cervantes Accreditation System, the only accreditation in the 
international field that focuses exclusively on the teaching of Spanish as a foreign 
language.  Idealog is part of FEDELE and is an accredited center for the DELE and SIELE 
exams.  During your stay at our center we will take care of everything: you will only have 
to study Spanish and enjoy yourself!

Castanyer Street, 41, 08860 
Castelldefels, España

+34 936 645 363 // info@idealog.es
 

www.idealog.es

Available courses:

Regular extensive group courses from 4 to 9 students in 
the center from September to June - Intensive group 
courses of 10, 15 or 20 lessons per week 
Individual packs of 30 or 60 hours - Immersion program 
- Summer and Easter camps for children from 4 to 16 
years old - Spanish language stays for young people in 
groups - In-company courses
Online Courses: Online Platform and Zoom Classes

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning
DELE- CCSE and SIELE Examination Center
Facilities with kitchen, cafeteria, gardens, terraces 
and pool

Library/Multimedia with loan service
Airport transfers and accommodation service
Cooking workshops, dance, excursions, language 
exchange

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

A unique center in
Castelldefels (Barcelona)
Welcome to Idealog, a school dedicated to teaching Spanish for 
foreigners and other languages since 1991.

Discover Castelldefels just 15 minutes from Barcelona. 

Enjoy its 5 km beach and all its services

facebook.com/IdealogCastelldefels



IH Barcelona was founded in 1972 and is located in the heart of 

Barcelona. In addition to Spanish courses for foreigners, we offer 
English courses for local students and training courses for teachers. 

The latter explains why our level of demand when selecting our teachers 

is very high. Besides being very well qualified, you will find a highly 
motivated staff that will help you learn to the maximum. Our classes are 
dynamic and highly participative so you can practice a lot in a friendly 

atmosphere. In our afternoon activity program you will be able to 

continue practicing Spanish and making friends.  

Trafalgar Street, 14 and Ortigosa Street, 10, 08010 
Barcelona, España

+34 932 684 511 // spanish@bcn.ihes.com
 

www.ihes.com/bcn

Available courses:

Intensive and extensive courses

DELE Preparation 

Business Spanish

Teacher training

Spanish language and culture

Private lessons

Online Classes

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi  

Air conditioning

Accessible facilities with patio 

Online Spanish Classes
Transfer from the airport

Accommodation search

Language exchange

>

>

>

>

>

>
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>

>

>

>
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Linguaschools Barcelona is located in the heart of the city, surrounded by all the 

services that Barcelona has to offer, in a modernist building from the end of the 
19th century. It is a school dedicated exclusively to teaching Spanish as a foreign 

language where we receive students from all over the world. We offer a wide 
variety of courses at different levels, taking place throughout the year. Thanks to 
the magnificent location of Linguaschools Barcelona, we offer a wide variety of 
activities during the week and weekends that will help you enjoy everything the city 
and the whole region has to offer. But most importantly, Linguaschools Barcelona 
is a relaxed place in a bustling city, where you will find a good atmosphere and 
tranquility, which is perfect for learning Spanish.

 

Permanyer Street, 17, 08009 
Barcelona, España

+34 931 761 536 // info@linguaschools.com
 

www.linguaschools.com

Available courses:

Intensive 10, 20 and 30 hours per week
Conversation courses

DELE, SIELE and CCSE preparation

Private lessons

Preparation for university entrance

Extensive 4 hours per week
Individual or group online classes

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Natural light in all classrooms
Accessible facilities with garden and terraces

Accommodation in shared apartments and families
Help with visa, NIE, etc.

Cultural activities program
Weekend excursions

>

>

>

>
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> 
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>



Founded in 2005, Olé Languages Barcelona is a professional school 

specialized in teaching Spanish to foreigners in Spain. The school offers high 
quality Spanish courses at competitive prices for all levels. The teachers, who 

are native speakers and highly qualified, consider teaching Spanish to be their 
vocation and have made the decision to work in a smaller school where the 

atmosphere is more personal and they have more possibilities to interact with 
the students.

Mallorca Street, 201, 08036 

Barcelona, España

+34 937 975 458 // info_ole@olelanguages.com
 

www.olelanguages.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Access exam

Less than 15 lessons/week

More than 15 lessons/week

Private lessons

Spanish language and culture

All teachers are native speakers

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Accessible facilities
Accommodation search

Field trips

Gastronomic routes 

Film and dance workshops

Professional practices

Sports activities

>
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